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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The 2019/20 season marked the tenth year of the Glasgow Winter Night Shelter, operating
for 112 nights from 28 November 2019 until 18 March 2020. Glasgow City Mission delivered
the service, in close partnership with third sector and statutory organisations. The strength
of partnership built upon existing relationships and was crucial in achieving positive outcomes
for 81% of guests.
Challenges to the timing of the season included partners rapidly mobilising to open three
nights early in November in response to a cold weather snap; and closing 12 nights early in
March in response to two positive Covid-19 test results.
New developments this season included better use of the database which had been new for
2018/19; increased provision of therapeutic listening service; improved staff training for first
aid and mental health; and a facility to welcome a guest who arrived with their pet dog.
Key Statistics








606 unique guests stayed for 3,265 bed nights.
Average occupancy was 29 per night (up from 20 in 2018/19).
An average of 5.4 bed nights per guest.
Night shelter capacity was reached on 15 nights.
84% of guests were male, 15% female; with an average age of 38.
61% identified as Scottish with a further 12% as other British.
81% of guests were recorded as moving into positive outcomes.

Season targets had hoped for a decrease in bed nights and seeing zero nights where the
capacity of 40 beds was exceeded. However, it is felt that the main reasons for not achieving
this were challenges in swiftly moving eligible guests into alternative accommodation and a
contingent of EU-national guests whose cases were complex and who therefore had very long
stays at the night shelter.
Looking towards planning for next season presents major challenges. It is anticipated that
with Covid-19 still prevalent, the reasons for closing the night shelter early this season will
still be valid next winter. We call upon all partners, including Scottish Government, to
collaborate in pursuing a radically different approach to what ‘shelter’ might look like during
the winter months.
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INTRODUCTION
The 2019/20 season of the Glasgow Winter Night Shelter ran from 28 November 2019 until
18 March 2020, marking the tenth year of operation. The night shelter opened in 2010 in
response to rough sleeping during a severe winter. The need for such emergency provision
still exists.
The night shelter operates with a 40-bed capacity and can welcome both men and women.
Additionally, in the event of extreme weather a small overflow seating area can be arranged
in the foyer space. The main aim of the night shelter is to provide overnight refuge for anyone
whose only alternative is to sleep rough. The service goes beyond this by providing
appropriate support for guests, via successful partnership working, to help them move into
suitable and stable accommodation.
In November, cold weather arrived in Glasgow and there were public calls to open the night
shelter early. However, staff training had yet to be undertaken and resources were still being
gathered, in line with a scheduled opening on the night of 1 December. As quickly as the cold
spell had arrived, the weather turned mild again, thus it was decided to complete team
training whilst closely monitoring the weather forecasts. When a second cold snap arrived at
the end of November the decision was taken to open three nights early with partners swiftly
mobilising to make this possible.

PARTNERSHIP
The wider partnerships that Glasgow City Mission enjoys with other homelessness agencies
are key to the success of the night shelter. Our partners are able to provide our guests with a
wide range of expertise. Partners include:










Glasgow City Council Health and
Social Care Partnership (HSCP)
Simon Community Scotland
Lodging House Mission
Shelter Scotland
Govan Law Centre
Police Scotland
City Ambition Network
Healing For The Heart
Glasgow Night Shelter for
Destitute Asylum Seekers
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This broad partnership ensures our guests have access to the best support within the city.
Partners met weekly to discuss individual guests and work together to generate better
solutions, with different agencies often combining efforts. For guests who stayed for longer
periods, trust developed and they shared their story with us over time. We were able to adapt
and refer guests to other agencies which offer more specific support and advice. In addition,
Healing for the Heart increased their capacity within the night shelter this year and provided
therapeutic listening with a trained counsellor on site four nights a week.
The night shelter has been hosted at Lodging House Mission,
35 East Campbell Street, for five years. This year, with the
support of The Dogs Trust, we were pleased to be able to
welcome dogs into the night shelter. We understand the
importance of the bond between an owner and their dog and
that an individual may choose to sleep rough, even in bitter
conditions, rather than be separated from their dog. We
were grateful to The Dogs Trust who provided support and
the necessary equipment. Throughout the season we had
one dog stay overnight, with arrangements working very
smoothly.

STAFF
The staff team consisted of a manager, two team leads, seven staff workers (some part-time),
and five bank staff. After the success of last year, it was deemed important to again include
staff with previous ‘lived experience’ of homelessness. This knowledge was a valuable asset
to the team and was encouraging for our guests. It added a depth to the team’s genuine ability
to convey compassion and hope. Nine of our staff team had previous experience of the night
shelter which brought confidence in operational delivery. There was a minor tweak to shift
patterns, which this year ran 21:15 – 08:15, allowing for a smoother transition in the morning
with partners.
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VOLUNTEERS
Paid employees only form part of the night shelter team. To run successfully, we rely on a
team of 50 regular volunteers who carry out essential duties. Our volunteers are afforded the
same level of respect as staff and are placed in vital roles. Their willingness to take on any role
is commendable and reveals their
passion for serving at the night
shelter.
Volunteers typically commit to one
shift per week, either a twilight shift
(21:15-midnight), a full night shift
(21:15-08:15), or a sunrise shift
(06:45-08:15). Volunteers for the
sunrise shift provide indispensable
support during what is often a hectic
spell in the morning.
Additionally, there were church
volunteers who ran the kitchen in
the night shelter, serving hot drinks and snacks to guests. Different Glasgow churches would
take responsibility for a week at a time, sending a pair of volunteers every night for this task.
Some churches sent sunrise shift volunteers too. Partnering with 17 churches in this way
enhances the overall service that can be delivered, not least in providing friendly, welcoming
faces who can spend time listening and talking with guests.

DATA
For a second year we utilised the new database system which had worked so successfully in
2018/19. This system is shared by Edinburgh Care Shelter (delivered by Bethany Christian
Trust) and the two shelters exchanged good practice following cross-shelter visits. For
example, to improve waiting times at the front door we introduced pre-registration. This
created a smoother queuing system and enabled quicker processing of guests when doors
opened at 10pm.
This move was greatly appreciated by our guests as it dramatically reduced their waiting time
outside. Inside we saw a reflection of this with some guests choosing to go to bed earlier,
creating a calmer atmosphere within the main hall.
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KEY PROVIDERS
The Glasgow Winter Night Shelter is supported through help and assistance by many other
organisations who give their time, skills and money. We would especially like to thank:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Adrian Stiles and ITRS Scotland – who continued to develop the online database.
PLS Laundry – who provided linen and laundry services.
Scotia Radios – providing team radios.
Craig Borthwick with Venture Medical – providing First Aid Training.
Mike Grenville with Salvas – providing assault & avoidance training.
Amanda Laird and the NHS – providing Naloxone Training.
Barclays Bank – providing our duvets and pillows.
Bullet Express.
Scotland’s Homeless Project – providing cakes and sandwiches for our guests.

We are extremely thankful to the trusts, foundations, housing associations and individuals
who helped fund the tenth year of the night shelter. Amongst there are: Rangers Charity
Foundation, HOPE Foundation - Royal College of Physicians and Surgeons of Glasgow, Urban
Potential, The Rayne Foundation and the Baird Trust. We were also very excited to welcome
supporters of the Rangers Charity Foundation into the night shelter to take on two weeks of
sunrise shifts. Fundraisers were able to see directly where their funds were being used and it
gave an opportunity to help make a difference in the lives of our guests.
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STATISTICS
OCCUPANCY
Across the 2019/20 season, we welcomed a
total number of 606 unique guests (and one
dog). This 12% decrease from the 2018/19
season was welcomed. (See bar-chart opposite)

Total number of unique guests
800
700
600

However, a direct comparison cannot
500
accurately be made due to the difference in
length of season this year. Opening three nights 400
early in November and closing 12 nights earlier 300
in March (plus a leap year) means this season 200
was only 112 nights compared to 121 last year. 100
In the nine nights before closure, we received
0
42 new guests. Therefore, the figure of 606 can
2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20
be extrapolated to 648 as an estimate of total
unique guests if the season had continued (See pale blue extension to bar-chart for 2019/20).
This figure is approximately mid-way between figures for the previous two years; a decrease
of only 6% on last season.
This decrease was welcomed after the rise in numbers for the 2018/19 season. It is difficult
to ascertain exactly the reason for the drop. The fall may be natural variation and not
significant. Certainly having HSCP (housing) officers embedded in the night shelter six nights
a week ensured that individuals who had accommodation elsewhere in the city were helped
to return there rather than taking up a night shelter bed. We also noted a decrease in the
number of guests being sent directly from other local authorities.
The average nightly occupancy was 29, which is
an increase on last season and back to levels
witnessed in previous years. Frustratingly, our
capacity of 40 beds was reached on 15 nights
this year. On at least ten of these nights we had
people sitting on chairs in the foyer to warm up
for a few hours. Furthermore, on some of these
nights we had to turn away people at the door
– one of the hardest tasks our staff have to
undertake. We had hoped to see a repeat of last
year where there were zero nights at capacity.
The reasons for this are complex and connected
to the number of bed nights, discussed below.
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Disappointingly, the total number of bed nights
increased by 28.4% to 3,265, with guests staying
an average of 5.4 nights. Again, in order to offer
valid comparison to previous years an
extrapolated figure is offered (see light blue
section for 2019/20 in bar-chart opposite). The
previous nine nights to closure saw 314 nights,
thus giving an estimate for the full season of
3,579. This figure is a substantial increase on the
improvements that were achieved last year, and
is almost reverting to the levels of occupancy
seen in preceding years.

Total number of bednights
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There are likely to be several reasons for this.
Compared to 2018/19, there was a distinct sense that it was more challenging to source
appropriate accommodation for some guests swiftly. The other major factor was a group of
EU-national guests who had long stays. These guests account for about 10% of the total guests
(similar to last year) but 33% of total bed nights (up from 22% last year).
Most of these guests had no recourse to public funds, meaning that normal routes to
accommodation were not immediately open to them. Each individual’s situation was unique
and frequently complex, resulting in lengthy processes to achieve any outcomes. Shelter
Scotland, Govan Law Centre and the Lodging House Mission were vital partners in working
alongside these guests. Virtually all individuals engaged with the support offered to them;
some admittedly after being informed that engagement was a perquisite to continuing to stay
at the night shelter.
Seven long-term guests began the process of applying to the EU Settlement Scheme with the
support of the Lodging House
Mission staff. Unfortunately, no
successful outcomes had been
reached by the close of the night
shelter but the process is still
ongoing. It is worth noting that
many of the guests who fell into this
bracket have stayed with us
throughout multiple seasons and
face the same challenges each year.
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Another of our goals was to increase the
percentage of guests staying only one to three
nights. This is one indicator of how well guests
are being moved on to more appropriate
accommodation.
Unfortunately, once again, the gains that were
seen in the 2018/19 season were not realised
this year. Only 65% of guests stayed 1-3 nights.
This is a reflection of the increase in bed nights
of EU-nationals. On average Scottish guests
stayed for 3.4 nights and many were moved on
to alternative accommodation having stayed a
few nights at the night shelter.

Guests staying 1-3 nights (%)
75%
70%
65%
60%
55%
50%
2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20

Throughout this, our teams were reminded of the need for person-centred approach. One
guest initially refused to engage with the HSCP, regardless of the fact he was entitled to
accommodation. This guest stayed for 46 nights and over this time trust was established. It
transpired that he had a sense of shame in becoming homeless and asking for help from the
local authority. Eventually, the early closure of the night shelter precipitated his engagement
and a positive outcome was achieved when he was placed into suitable accommodation.
Throughout this season we encountered many guests who struggled to engage with services.
Yet, time and again it was a consistent, caring approach which helped win people’s trust and
guide them towards a good outcome. Having HSCP officers embedded at the night shelter
allowed guests to see the humanity of public sector staff who genuinely wished to help. None
of this happened rapidly but if a firmer line had been taken or people pushed too fast we
believe this would have resulted in guests reverting to rough-sleeping.
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GUESTS
Consistent with previous years, the majority of our guests
were male – 84%, with 15.2% being female. (See pie-chart
opposite.) Our female section was kept considerably smaller
than the male section and this was further reduced as the
numbers of male guests increased towards the end of the
season.

Gender of Guests
15%

1%

84%

The average age of our guests was 38; a slight decrease on
the previous year, yet arguably consistent with the previous
nine seasons. Even though the 35 to 44 year old age bracket

Male

Female

Other

Average age of night shelter guests
40

41
38.7

35
30

34

35.5

36

36

38.6

38

36

33

25
20

formed the highest percentage of guests, it was
25 to 34 year olds who accounted for the highest
percentage of bed nights.

Nationality of guests (%)
3.3

1.5

1.0

Scottish
British (non-

1.8
Guests represented a variety of nationalities, as
Scot)
4.5
African
the pie-chart opposite illustrates. The 61% who
6.1
EU Polish
identified as Scottish is a slightly lower figure
8.7
EU Romanian
than previous years. The main swing for 2019/20
was seeing twice as many guests from the
EU Other
61.0
12.0
African, Asian and Middle East categories. The
Middle East
number of EU-national guests has remained
Asian
basically the same. However, as already
Other
commented upon, the 68 EU-national guests who
stayed at the night shelter typically stayed for 16
nights each compared to Scottish guests who stayed for 3 or 4 nights only. This is a challenge
the night shelter has faced for several years now, and will need further thought prior to next
season.
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OUTCOMES
Partnership work consistently
focussed on supporting guests to
Guest Outcomes
11
move on from the night shelter
14
Accommodated
58
into
more
appropriate
3
Private Let
accommodation. All partners were
Friends & Family
27
able to record outcomes for guests
Return Home
on the database system. By the
No Local Connect
73
end of the season there was a high
Hosptial
353
proportion of guests who received
Prison
51
a positive outcome. In amongst
Other
this, there were multiple guests
Unknown
16
who moved into accommodation,
only to lose it again and ultimately
return to the night shelter. Partners recommenced support with the aim of achieving a
positive outcome again. A summary of the outcomes is given in the pie-chart above.
Over 60% of guests were accommodated or moved to a private let. Add this to the other
positive outcomes of friends, family or returning home and this accounts for over 81% of
guests. This is an increase of 7% on last year and is only one indicator of the immense effort
that was invested by all partners to achieve a positive outcome for every guest.
The figure of 81% does not include the 27 individuals with no local connection who may have
also received a positive accommodation offer back in their ‘home’ region. There were 70
individuals with no local connection in 2018/19.
Unfortunately, outcomes were unknown for just under 10% of guests. Nevertheless, working
closely with HSCP officers ensured a fairly high level of accuracy of outcomes which were
recorded.
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HEALTH
Hunter Street Homeless Services
were an extremely valued partner;
sending two nurses to the night
shelter each morning, Monday –
Friday. Having trained professionals
on site meant night shelter staff were
able to end a shift feeling confident
that the medical needs of our guests
were being dealt with through the
best possible care. Night shelter
teams were trained in basic First Aid
designed specifically for this client group and also in administering Naloxone.
Ambulances were called out on 19 separate occasions through 999 calls, and Naloxone was
administered five times. The latter is considerably down on last season when Naloxone was
used at least once a week. By contrast there were clear indications of an increase in ‘legal
highs’ being used by guests within the night shelter. Half of the 999 calls were made on behalf
of guests who were unresponsive or had a poor response. Having a defibrillator on site was
reassuring and fortunately it did not need to be used. All these issues presented numerous
challenges for teams for which their pre-season training had been in good stead.
In March, the Covid-19 pandemic began to unfold. It was felt that having 40 adults sleeping
in close proximity in a single hall presented a high risk of virus transmission. Following a
positive test result for a guest and a member of staff, the decision was taken to close the night
shelter early, with our last night being 18 March.

INCIDENTS
The staff team were required to make 14 emergency 999 calls to Police Scotland and a further
seven calls to 101. This is an increase on last year which was due mostly to a higher level of
aggression shown by some of our guests.
The relationship between Police Scotland and the night shelter continued to develop
positively due to relations with the Public Protection Unit (PPU). We saw an increase in
appropriate knowledge amongst uniformed police officers who understood the correct
protocol for people they assumed to be experiencing homelessness.
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FEEDBACK FROM STAFF AND VOLUNTEERS
The Glasgow Winter Night Shelter is a place full of incredible stories, which remind us of the
life-story of each individual guest. It is important to share them as part of this report. We
asked staff and volunteers for feedback to share some of their experiences.

WHAT WERE SOME OF TH E POSITIVES ABOUT YO UR EXPERIENCE AT THE NIGHT SHELTER?

There was one young man who came in
very emotional one evening. He was crying
about how dirty he felt and how terrible his
clothes were. Between myself and other
staff members we fetched him fresh
clothes, cleaned him up and spent time
with him. The difference in him over the
next few days was remarkable - his
confidence
and
self-esteem
was
transformed. It was a small thing to do but
it brought him of his shell. He turned out to
be a really funny guy who we got on with
very well.
The spontaneous moments where you
connect with a guest on a deeper level.
Conversations about life, God, stories and
chances to pray with each other. The night
shelter can be a bit crazy but those
moments really inspire you.
For some guests, it is the first time in a long
while where they have not been looked
down upon or treated like second class
citizens but rather as equal human beings
with feelings and opinions that are
important. Many of our guests feel
isolated with their wants side-lined and
they are so thankful that we listen to them
and take their feelings into account.
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WHAT WERE SOME OF TH E CHALLENGES YOU EXPERIENCED?

Dealing with the unpredictably of
our guests with serious mental
health problems. These guests can
be violent, suicidal, be hearing voices
and having hallucinations. Judging
the best way to care for them whilst
protecting yourself and the other
guests is really hard.

The feeling of helplessness when we
leave our guests in the morning
having not been able to sort out their
problems. We are an emergency
service, trying to keep our guests
safe and alive during the darkest and
coldest months of the year but it
sometimes feels like putting a
sticking plaster on a broken leg.

For me it is when we are at full
capacity and have to turn folk away.

In some instances, it’s the same
faces year after year.

Shutting early was very difficult.
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TARGETS
After the 2018/19 season, we set some targets for the 2019/20 season:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

To reduce the unique number of guests to 575: Actual = 606
To have 75% of guests staying 1-3 nights: Actual = 65.4%
To have no guest stay more than 30 nights: Actual = 17
To have zero nights where we exceed 35 guests: Actual = 31
To have a key person from each partner attend weekly operation meetings: In a
majority of cases
6. To add to the existing training programme by covering managing mental health issues,
providing basic first aid for wounds and active listening skills.
This report clearly shows that the first four targets were frustratingly missed. Although the
numbers of unique guests did decrease somewhat from last year.
The issues which drive these measurements do not readily offer levers which can be pulled
to simply adjust the outcomes. The level of homelessness experienced in the city, the
availability of suitable accommodation and the complexity of many of the EU-national cases
are three major factors for which there are no easy solutions.
The sixth target was partly achieved. Basic first aid training for wounds was introduced
including the night shelter receiving the first Zero Responder Bleed Control Kit in Glasgow.
This training was extremely valuable for our staff and prepared them well. Healing for the
Heart increased their capacity, providing trained counsellors. As they sat and listened to
guests, this took pressure off staff. Managing mental health issues is an area which requires
further development.
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CONCLUSION
The 2019/20 season of the Glasgow Winter Night Shelter was certainly eventful. As much as
a night shelter can be planned for, adaptability is key. Cold weather demanded an early
opening and a global pandemic forced an early closure.
It was at least heartening to see that in the weeks following the closure, accommodation was
sourced in a local hotel. This, combined with additional government funding and a removal of
barriers of eligibility, meant that all those at risk of rough-sleeping were offered
accommodation. Such collaboration and a ‘pulling-out-all-the-stops’ approach ably
demonstrates that where there is the will – a way can be found. It is possible to offer an
alternative to all those forced to sleep on our city streets.
We are disappointed with increases in bed nights and guests who need to stay many nights
because their options are very limited. Although we are pleased that in the end 81% of guests
move into a positive outcome, there is still plenty of room for improvement.
Looking ahead to 2020/21, it is apparent that Covid-19 will still be with us. Social distancing
will still apply, at least in some regard. We anticipate that the reasons for deeming it
unacceptable to sleep 40 adults on mattresses in a hall this winter will still apply next winter.
A radical alternative must be pursued. This will undoubtedly require the same sort of
approach which came to the fore following the night shelter closure. In other words, new
sources of funding, accommodation which allows for separation and distancing and a removal
of barriers in order that everyone becomes eligible for accommodation rather than being
exposed to street sleeping and higher infection risks from coronavirus.
Much of this is as yet unknown and the partnership will need to pursue this with vigour. We
can be confident in saying that a night shelter in a world with Covid-19 cannot look like the
night shelter as has been. This again pushes us towards our dream of a city where a shelter in
winter is not necessary, since accommodation will be readily available to all who require it.
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